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Abstract— Recently, fractional order calculus has been used in
various applications of image processing. This paper presents an
approach of image deblurring based on the enhanced version of
Van Cittert algorithm by involving a fractional order
differentiator operator instead of the point spread function. The
gain and the order of the differentiation must be tuned. The
tuning procedure is based on genetic algorithm to search the
optimal values of these parameters. The cost function of the
genetic algorithm is depend on the PSNR and entropy.
Matlabsimulation results show that the retrieved images using
proposed approach have better quality than the other popular
methods.
Index Terms— Fractional Order Differentiation, Deblurring,
Image Enhancement, Genetic Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, image processing has been more prominent
in the research fields. During acquisition of animage, the
imaging system may not avoid image quality degradation,
such as image blurring which is often caused by
defocus,relative motion between the original scene and the
camera, and atmospheric turbulence. Deblurring is an inverse
problem of the blurring. Deblurring aims to recover an image
from that which has suffered from degradation [1].From the
matrix point of view, the blurry image is constructed by
convoluting the original image with a blur kernel (two
dimensional matrix) plus a noise, which is represented in (1).
The two dimensional matrix is known as Point Spread
Function (PSF), which causes a pixel spread over its
neighborhood pixels [2],[3].
(1)[2]
Where denotes the blurry image, denotes the original
image, is the PSF, denotes the noise, and the term
denotes the convolution operator.
Recently, the fractional order differential (FOD) has
started to play a very important role in image processing,
such as image enhancement and edge detection [1].
II. FRACTIONAL ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
FOD, also called non-integer differential, it is an old
concept, it back to 300 yearsto Liouville, Riemann, Cauchy,
and Letnikov. Since then [4], several mathematicians
andtheoretical physicists have studiedfractional order
differential equations. In image processing methods often
make use of integer order differentiation operators, especially
order 1 used by the gradient and order 2 by the Laplacian
[5].Six fractional order differential masks with highprecision
are proposed in [6] for image enhancement.

A. Definition
Grümwald–Letnikov(G-L)defined fractionaldifferentiation
as:
(2) [6]

Where
is the duration of signal
, is gamma
function, and is any real number.G-L definition of FOD in
Euclidean space shown in (2) has extended the order of
differential from integral to fractional. Without losing
generality, assume
, the duration belongs to
, the
duration of
is divided into equal parts. Thus, there are
nodes, When is big enough, we can get rid of the
limits symbol and rewrite (2) as:
(3)[6]
We can see that order difference is the generalized
difference, from (3) we can see that the integral difference is
a special case of fractional difference.
B. FOD Mask Operator
For digital image, the fractional order differential mask can
be expressed as:

The eight symmetric directions of the FOD mask have
anti-rotation capability. FOD masks which are respectively
on the directions of positive x-coordinate, left upward
diagonal, positive y-coordinate, right upward diagonal,
negative x-coordinate, left downward diagonal, negative
y-coordinate and right downward diagonal are implemented
in a single mask as shown in fig.(1).

Fig.(1) : Eight symmetric directions.
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YiFei-PU-2 mask is considered the best performance which consists mainly of the GA operators. Three operation
fractional order differential mask for texture enhancement. are basically important, that are selection (reproduction),
For 5x5 YiFei-PU-2 FOD Mask is given in (6) [1],[6].
crossover, and mutation. The procedure of the selection to
reproduce more strings that fitness functions are higher than
those whose fitness functions are low. This is necessary to
(6)
drive the search towards better and better solution.
Reproducing can be perform by many methods (such as
Roulette Wheel, Tournament…etc.).The crossover is
Where:
important to create new individuals from already exist ones.
The mutation is an operation that avoids the search process to
be trapped at a local area in the hyper search space by
exchanging bits of a certain string [10].
The following main steps illustrates the Genetic
Algorithm:
Step 1: Initial population creation.
III. PROPOSED DEBLURRING ALGORITHM
Step 2: Fitness calculation for each string.
The proposed deblurring algorithm involves using FOD
Step 3: While (does not exceed maximum number of
operator instead of the point spread function in the enhanced
generation) OR (an acceptable solution is not found)
version of Van Cittert algorithm [7]. The proposed algorithm
 Next generation reproduction using modified roulette
is non-iterative. It is given in (7).
selection.
(7)
 Create new offspring using crossover between
Wher:
parents.

Perform
mutation with certain probability.
: blurred image.
 Fitness calculation for each offspring.
:deblurred image.
Step-4: End while.
: gain.
The undertaken optimization problem is to find the gain K
:2D-fractional order differentiation.
and order v of the FOD of (7) that ensures certain objective
The enhanced version of Van Cittert algorithm in [7] is an
iterative non-blind deblurring algorithm in which a prior function. The objective function is suggested here to deblur
information about PSF must be known. In (7), there is no the blurred image. Each GA solution has to minimize the
following objective function:
need for prior information about PSF. Genetic Algorithm
(8)
(GA) as an optimization technique will be used tosearch for
the optimal values of and that give best quality of the
deblurred image for out of focus blur.
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED FOD
The Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is a random search
technique, which can obtain the best solution in complex
multi-dimensional search space. It is a model of natural
evolution operators which process individuals in a population
over several generations to enhance their fitness gradually.
These individuals that, represent an elect solution to the
problem under studying, often encoded as a bit string.
Therefore, GA does not include much experience about the
complexity of the problem more than deals with codes that
act as the key parameters of the problem [8].
There are two primary issues in the GA, the first one is
called coding it’s how to code the problem. There are two
common ways for coding, they are either binary or real
coding. The GA demand a collection of possible solutions
called initial populations which are randomly produced. The
second issue is called the fitness evaluation it’s how to
qualify each individual (string). This step depends on nature
of the problem. It is either rule-based procedure or
mathematic equation or in some cases a combination of both.
These two issues are dependent on the problem [9].
The remaining part of the GA is problem independent
DOI:10.17605/OSF.IO/3WMBR

Wher:

a0 : is entropy weight, between

(0and1) .

a1 : is PSNR weight ( a1  1  a0 ).
(9)[11]

(10)[11]
g i , j :blurred image.
I i , j : original image.
f ( x, y) : restored image.

Binary coding is used to represent the string Deblurring
algorithm parameters as shown in Fig (2).

Fig. (2): FOD Deblurring parameters string codding.

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS
Different metrics (9) – (16) [11] have been used to qualify
the restored images. PSNR for various orders and gains at
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different mask sizes (3, 5, 7, and 9) is shown in fig (6), while which degraded by various radius of out of focus blur.Fig.(9)
Entropy is shown in fig(8). The proposed FOD algorithm has shows the deblurred imageswhich were degraded by out of
been compared with standerd integar order differentiation focus blur with sigma =1,while fig (10) Sega =2, for more
(sobel, prewitt, and Laplacian) as illustrated in fig(4) and fig details see appendix.
(5). The performance of the current approach for debluuring
images degraded by out of focuse blur is better than the
traditional filters, and conventional YiFei-PU-2 mask as
shown in tables (1) and (2). According to these empirical
results, GA has been used to search the optimal gain and
order using fitness in (8) at certain range of gains and
fractional orders.
a. Mean Square Error (MSE):

b. Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC):

c. Average Difference (AD):

Fig (4): PSNR for cat image.

d. Structural Content (SC):

e. Maximum Difference (MD):

f. Normalized Absolute Error (NAE):

Blurred image

Restored image

Fig. (3): Cat image restored using proposed algorithm.

A visual perceptionis used to qualify the restored image
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Fig (5): Entropy for cat image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig (6): PSNR for cat image (a).Mask Size 3x3, (b). Mask Size 5x5,
(c). Mask Size 7x7 and (d). Mask Size 9x9.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig (7): Entropy for cat image (a).Mask Size 3x3, (b). Mask Size 5x5,
(c). Mask Size 7x7 and (d). Mask Size 9x9.
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Original image

Fig (8): Gaussian blur using sigma
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Blurred image

and

Restored using Laplacian

Restored image using
Proposed algorithm

kernel size Deblurring using modified DFD2 K=0.5 and v=0.75.
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Original image

Fig (9): Gaussian blur using sigma
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Blurred image

and

Restored using Laplacian

Restored image using proposed
algorithm

kernel sizeDeblurring using modified DFD2 K=0.8 and v=0.88.
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Table (1):Lena Image k=0.75 , v=0.38
Entropy
MSE
AD
NCC
7.637887
0.000542
0.001128
0.992740
7.535022
0.000175
-0.000253
1.000069
7.602094
0.200461
-0.410836
1.975708
7.429287
0.000200
-0.001039
1.003726
7.546372
0.000296
0.000139
0.998792
7.429287
0.000200
-0.001039
1.003726
5.222922
0.028465
0.000742
0.992300
5.506724
0.016018
0.000839
0.992410

SC
1.012031
0.999014
0.254801
0.991646
1.000980
0.991646
0.890635
0.941101

MD
0.284636
0.159145
0.875207
0.153924
0.232835
0.153924
3.342715
2.567970

NAE
0.031078
0.020552
0.497546
0.020823
0.024322
0.020823
0.168505
0.128824

Restored PSNR
74.665128

Table (2): Elephant image k=0.75 , v=0.43
Entropy
MSE
AD
NCC
7.632426
0.002221
0.002945
0.988582

SC
1.018107

MD
0.482551

NAE
0.034989

79.047625
51.856279

7.435810
7.657267

0.000810
0.424085

-0.001132
-0.601476

1.000280
1.961565

0.997603
0.257218

0.286344
1.185642

0.021554
0.495365

Laplacian
LoG

78.989112
76.695240

7.370486
7.477546

0.000821
0.001392

-0.002709
0.000366

1.004606
0.996359

0.989042
1.004134

0.266102
0.395282

0.021352
0.027626

Unsharp
Sobel

78.989112
58.784261

7.370486
5.436831

0.000821
0.086031

-0.002709
0.000519

1.004606
0.985042

0.989042
0.857802

0.266102
3.853230

0.021352
0.171632

prewitt

61.192517

5.750737

0.049412

0.001126

0.985928

0.922299

2.961191

0.132922

Filter
blurred
proposed method
YiFei-PU-2
Laplacian
LoG
Unsharp
Sobel
prewitt

Filter
blurred
proposed method
YiFei-PU-2

Restored PSNR
80.790612
85.705341
55.110498
85.116070
83.416621
85.116070
63.587622
66.084647

APPENDIX
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Abdulaziz H. Marie, received his BSc (2012) from Computer and
VI. CONCLUSION
Fractional calculus based image deblurring is a new Information Engineering Department, College of Electronics Engineering,
direction of research. In this paper, we proposed a method University of Mosul.He is, currently post-graduate (MSc) research
for deblurring images based on G-L fractional order student.His interests are embedded system, image processing, and digital
differentiation. GA has been used to search the optimal
signal processing.
parametervalues of the proposed method. Simulation
results show that the proposed method performs better in
qualitative and quantitative metrics than popular methods
and conventional fractional order differentiator.
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